SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVE’S ASSOCIATION(INDIA)
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
No: SNEA(I)/ Rajasthan/ Correspondence/2015-16 /02

Dated: 17/02/2016

To,
Chief General Manager
Rajasthan Telecom Circle
Jaipur.
Sub: Regarding pending grievances of members and procurement of essential
stores.
1. Change of posting station of Mr R.K. Jain for looking after in the cadre of
JAG :
Mr R.K. Jain AGM Kota has been working as looking after DGM
(Administration) at Kota since last one & half year. He is going to be
retired on superannuation in the month of march 2017. Circle office has
recently reviewed looking after orderv vide letter No STA/811/JAG/LA/2015-16/159 dated 02.02.2016. In this order Mr R.K. Jain has
been posted as TDM at Jhalawar on looking after basis. It is requested
that his looking after order should be modified for Kota instead of
Jhalawar or he should be allowed to work as TDM Jhalawar from Kota as
per previous arrangement in the case of Shri N.L. Meena Addl GM Kota.
2. Calling of option for three station in the case of longest stay transfer :
Request transfers of executives has to be considered by circle
administration in the month of march 2016. Some, executives will be
transferred against these executives on longest stay basis. It is, therefore,
requested that three option should be called from executives who has to
be transferred on the longest stay basis to fill up the gap arisen due to
considering of request transfers.
3. Acute shortage of essential stores :
Optical fibers, PLP Pipe, Splicing kits, FWT, EPBT, Drop wire etc. are running
short since last two years in Rajasthan Circle. Due to acute shortage of these

critical stores, development and maintenance work of telecom network is
suffering badly. Poor maintenance of network badly affecting the quality of
service; which is going deteriorated day by day. Bad quality of service and poor
maintenance of network are main reasons for reduction in our customer base
in turn decreasing of our revenue day by day. So, it is requested that process
for procurement of these critical stores should be started earliest at
appropriate level. Tender for procurement of drop wire should be floated
earliest. Norms for using of Drop wire for installation of new telephone
connection and maintenance of telephone connection should also be got
revised at corporate office level. These norms had been fixed for upgraded
telecom network, but, here in Rajasthan, prevailing situation of network is not
existing as per standard norms fixed by BSNL headquarter.
4. Change of posting of Mr. M.S.Shekhawat from Alwar TD to Jaipur:
Mr. M.S.Shekhawat AGM has been transferred on own cost vide BSNL
Corporate Office, New Delhi order No. 412-12/2005-pers/dtd.17.07.2015 from
BSNL Corporate Office to Rajasthan Circle. He has been posted at Alwar TD vide
Circle office memo No.STA/8-11/TP/Ch-LIX/2015-16/31 dtd.21.07.2015. Before
transfer to Corporate office from Rajasthan CircleMr. M.S.Shekhawat have
served at Sikar SSA for two and half years, after serving at Corporate office for
two and half year his request has been considered by Corporate office for own
cost transfer to Rajasthan Circle. He is practically out of Jaipur since last five
years. So it is requested that his posting station should be changed from Alwar
to Jaipur so that he can discharge his social responsibilities while serving to
BSNL.
So, it is requested that your honor should personally look in to these vital
issues of HR & development and got them resolve immediately, so that, the
long pending grievances of our executives can be resolved and our customer
base may be strengthened.
(S.S.Rajput)
Circle Secretary
SNEA Rajasthan

